BEFORE & AFTER RESULTS

THE FACTS

INDUSTRY: Export packaging
METAL PARTS: Various high value metal

PREVIOUS RUST PREVENTION PROCESS:
- Oils and liquids
- Labor intensive to apply and remove
- Frequently leaked oil/liquids during shipping process
- Ineffective if not fully applied

THE RESULTS

ARMOR RUST PREVENTION SOLUTION:
- ARMOR POLY® Heat Shrink Film 20’ x 100’ sheeting,
- CRUSADER™ VCI Film, Dry Coat™ Rust Preventative,
- ARMOR SHIELD® Desiccant & VCI Foam Pad Emitters
- Clean, safe and easy; ready-to-use upon receipt
- Labor and time savings

ARMOR SOLUTION RESULTED IN LABOR & TIME SAVINGS

For more than 35 years, Armor Protective Packaging® has provided clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage.